1. Type C1-2 or C2-2 dry roll back curb and gutter may be used only on residential streets. Curb cuts for driveways are not required with roll back curb and gutter.
2. Install joints in accordance with standard specifications.
3. Concrete shall conform to standard specifications, Section 2000.
4. Asphalt concrete surface course shall conform to standard specifications, Section 1300.
5. Pavement removal and replacement beyond the limits of curb and gutter removal is at the contractor's option and cost.
6. All curb joints shall be sawed and sealed to the finished high joint sealing that conforms to the standard specifications, Section 1470.
7. For the concrete gutter through curb ramp detail, refer to the standard details for "Concrete Sewer Access Ramps. Curb through access ramp to be paid by every foot as same type equivalent to the ramp."